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ABSTRACT 
A large number of iterative algorithms for solving Au = b have been developed 
over the past several years. Some involve “splitting parameters” (such as the 
relaxation factor for the SOR method) and are sensitive to their values. However, 
these parameters can seldom be determined to sufficient accuracy in advance, and 
adaptive procedures are often used. A number of adaptive procedures for finding the 
optimum splitting parameter for some iterative methods have been developed. 
However, these procedures are only applicable for some special cases. In the present 
paper a general adaptive procedure is given. This “composite adaptive procedure” is 
similar to the ORTHOMIN generalized conjugate gradient algorithm and is based on the 
minimization of a certain quadratic form. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with adaptive iterative methods for 
solving the linear system 
Au=b, (1.1) 
where A is a nonsingular square matrix and b is a given column vector. Such 
systems frequently arise in the numerical solution of elliptic partial differen- 
tial equations by finite difference methods or by finite element methods. 
We consider a basic iterative method for solving (1.1) of the form 
@+l) = Gu’“’ + k 
, (1.2) 
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where for some nonsingular matrix Q we have 
G=I-Q-'A, k = Q-‘b. (1.3) 
(The matrix Q is often referred to as the splitting matrix, and the matrix G is 
called the iteration matrix.) A large number of iterative algorithms based on 
(1.2) have been developed over the past several years. In some cases the 
algorithms involve “splitting parameters” (such as the relaxation factor w for 
the SOR method) and are sensitive to their values. However, these parame- 
ters can seldom be determined to sufficient accuracy in advance, and 
adaptive procedures are often used. 
A number of adaptive procedures for finding the optimum values of the 
splitting parameters are given in the literature. An adaptive procedure for the 
SOR method is given in [4]. Adaptive procedures for the SSOR method in 
the symmetrizable case’ are given in [l, 3, 51. However, these procedures are 
specially designed and are not applicable to the other basic iterative meth- 
ods, such as the shifted incomplete Cholesky factorization method 181, or to 
the SSOR method in the nonsymmetrizable case. 
In this paper we describe a new and general procedure for finding the 
optimum splitting parameter for a basic iterative method. This procedure, 
which we call the composite adaptive procedure, is similar to the ORTHOMIN 
generalized conjugate gradient algorithm (see [I231 and is based on the 
minimization of a certain quadratic form. 
In Section 2 we give a derivation of the composite adaptive procedure. 
The actual computer implementation is described in Sections 3 and 4. The 
results of numerical experiments are given in Section 5. A brief discussion of 
the possible use of parallelism for the composite adaptive procedure is given 
in Section 6. Finally a modified procedure is described in Section 7. 
2. DERIVATION OF COMPOSITE ADAPTIVE METHODS 
We now give a derivation of a composite adaptive procedure. We assume 
that the basic iterative method (1.2) has one splitting parameter, say o. Thus, 
the splitting matrix Q of (1.3) is a function of w, and we have Q = Q(w). The 
derivation of the procedure is based on the fact that for any SPD matrix X 
‘A basic iterative method is symmetrizable if there exists a symmetric and positive definite 
(SPD) matrix Z such that Z(Z - G) is SPD. 
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the problem of solving (1.1) is equivalent to that of minimizing the quadratic 
form 
Here U = A-lb is the exact solution of (1.1). We remark that, since U is in 
general unknown, it is only possible to compute Q(u), for given u, for 
special choices of X. 
Usually we let X = ZQ-‘A for some auxiliary matrix Z such that ZQ-‘A 
is SPD. We note that Z may not be an SPD matrix, since we consider the 
general case. It should also be noted that such a matrix Z always exists; see 
[6, 121. For example, if A is SPD, then Z could be Q. If Q is SPD, then Z 
could be A’. In general, we could let Z = (Q-‘A>rY where Y is an SPD 
matrix. 
We remark that if Z = (Q-‘A>rY, w h ere Y is SPD, then Q(u) becomes 
CD(u) =+(Q-I(Au - b),YQ_'(Au -b)) 
which is computable. If A is SPD, Z = Q, and X = ZQ-‘A = A, then 
@(u)=+-G,A(u-u)) 
Here W(u) = Q(u) - i(U, Au) is computable. Thus, even though at a given 
step we cannot compute Q(u), we may still be able to minimize ‘I’(u) and 
hence minimize G(u). We note that q(u) is normally used in the derivation 
of the conjugate gradient algorithm for the symmetrizable case. Finally, if Q 
is SPD, Z = AT, and X = ATQ-lA, then we have 
@(u) =+(u - u,ArQ-iA(u - G)) 
=+(A@ - E),Q-‘A(u - ii)) 
= $4~ - b,Q-‘(Au - b)), 
which is computable. 
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For a given integer s, the composite procedure is based on choosing 
(Y 7&n--l> (Y n,n-z~...~%l,,-S~ and A,, as well as w, to minimize 
@(U (“+l)) = 3 U(n+l)-iZ,X(U(n+l)-~)). (2.2) 
Here u(“+‘) is assumed to be of the form 
U(n+l) = ,(n) + Anp’“‘, (24 
where p (“) has the form 
p’“‘= 6’“‘+ a, n_lp(n-l)+ a, n_2p(“-2) + * *. + (y” n_,p’“-“‘, 
CY “,j=O if j<O; n=0,1,2 ,..., (2.4) 
and where 
g(n) = Q-1(+(“) = Q-$.(n), 
(2.5) 
.(n) = b _ Au(n). (2.6) 
We refer to the procedure defined above as the ORTHOMIN(S) composite 
adaptive procedure. The name ORTHOMIN is used because the procedure is 
similar to the ORTHOMIN acceleration of (1.2); see [12]. 
In the procedure defined above, X may depend on o. In this case it is 
not necessarily true that if a(u) < a(v) then u is a “better” solution than 0. 
Thus in most cases we will assume that X is independent of w. The 
following are two suggestions for the choice of 2. If A is SPD, then a good 
choice of Z is Z = Q. This has the advantage that X = ZQ-‘A = A is SPD 
and independent of Q and hence independent of o. Moreover, if Q is SPD, 
then Z is SPD and we have the symmetrizable case. In the case where A is 
not necessarily SPD, we can choose Z = ATQ. In this case X = ZQ-‘A = ATA 
is SPD and independent of Q and hence independent of w. However, w6 
remark here that the choice of Z = ATQ is not necessarily SPD even if Q 
and A are both SPD. Thus with this choice of Z we do not have the 
symmetrizable case. 
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Now let us first minimize @(u(“+l)) with respect to A, with 
Ly &n-l, and w fixed. Since X = ZQ-‘A, and since 
X(u(“+ l~~n~)a~ -‘gsG<‘we have, using (2 2) (2 3) (2.5), and (2 6) ., .1 . > 
@( p+l)) = q,(n)) - A”&+“‘, Z6’“‘) + ;A”,( p’“‘, Xp(“)). (2.7) 
To obtain the optimum value of A,, we let 
a@( u(“+l)) 
ah, = 
0 
and get 
Substituting (2.9) into (2.7), we get 
1 (Z6’“‘, p(“))2 
@( ,(n+l)) - Q(&)) = - - 
2 (p’“‘, Xp’“‘) . 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
The next step in the procedure is to choose (Y”,~_~,(Y,,~_~,...,(Y,,._, to 
minimize (2.10), assuming w is fixed. To do this we require that 
a (zs(@, p(n))’ o 
aan,j (P ho, xp> = ’ 
j=n-l,n-2 ,..., 12-s. (2.11) 
If s > 2, then (2.11) becomes a system of nonlinear equations for 
ff n,“-l,ffn,“-2~.,.,~*,“-,, involving rational functions of the {cu,~}. We may 
use a numerical method, for example Newton’s method, to solve the nonlin- 
ear system. After finding the solution, we substitute the ((Y,,~} into (2.10). 
Evidently, the right hand side of (2.10) is a function of o. We define the 
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function I(W) by 
1 (ZCP’, pq 
I-(o) = - - 
2 (p’“‘, Xp’“‘) ’ 
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(2.12) 
where p(“) is given by (2.4) and where the optimum values of the icy,, j) are 
used. The problem of minimizing Q(U) is thus reduced to the problem of 
minimizing I(w). 
We now concentrate on the two cases where s = 0 and s = 1. If s = 0, 
then (2.4) becomes 
p’ = @, r&=0,1,2,...; (2.13) 
thus we have 
&I+ 1) = u(n) + /Q’“‘, 
and the optimum value of A, is 
(Z6’“‘, 6’“‘) 
hn = (X@G#o) . 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
We substitute (2.15) into (2.7) and get 
T(o) = @(U 
1 (ZIP, 8q 
(n+l)) - V”9 = - 2 (a(“, x6’“‘) (2.16) 
We then use the minimization procedures which are described in the next 
section to obtain the optimum value of o. We then compute nCn+ ‘) by (2.14X 
and we are ready for the next iteration. We refer to this procedure as the 
ORTHOMIN(~) composite adaptive method. 
If s = 1, then (2.4) becomes 
p’“’ = g(n) + (y,_lp(n--l), n=0,1,2 ,.... (2.17) 
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U(“+l) = *(“) + h,+O, 
The optimum value of A, is 
(2.18) 
h = (Z6’“‘, P’“‘) 
n ( P’“‘, xp’“‘> . (2.19) 
Substituting (2.17) and (2.19) into (2.7), we get a function of (Y,,_~, namely, 
P(%,) = @(u (n+U) - q&O) 
1 (ZP, 6’“’ + CxJ(“q 
= 
-- 
2 (P’+ (Y,_#-1),x(P)+ a,_,p(“-‘))) 
1 (fz + (Y,_& 
= -- 
2 c +2a,_,d+ Cx_$. 
(2.20) 
Here we let 
a = (ZS’“‘, S’“‘)) 
x = zpd, p’“- 1) ( >> 
c = (S’“‘, X6’“‘)) 
d= pjeop(n-l)), 
t=(p 
(n-l),xp(n-l))~ 
Then the optimum value of a, _ , is given by 
(2.21a) 
(2.21b) 
(2.21c) 
(2.21d) 
(2.21e) 
ad - xc 
an-I=- 
xd - at ’ 
(2.22) 
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We then substitute (2.22) into (2.20) and obtain @(u(“+l)) - @(u’“‘) = P(W), 
where 
1 (z is’“‘, pq 
l?(o) = - - 
2 (p’“‘, Xp’“‘) ’ (2.23) 
Again, we use the minimization methods described in the next section to 
obtain the optimum value of o. We then compute ~(“+i) by (2.18), and we 
are ready for the next iteration. We refer to this procedure as the ORTHOMIN(~) 
composite adaptive method. 
Let us now consider the case where w is kept fixed. By a slight 
generalization of the analysis of [12], it can be shown that if w is fixed then 
the ORTHOMIN(S) is composite adaptive method reduces to the ORTHOMIN(S) 
generalized conjugate gradient acceleration procedure. Thus we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. If w is fixed, and ij” X = ZQ - ‘A is SPD for some auxiliary 
matrix Z, then the ORTHOMIN(S) composite adaptive method r-educes to the 
following procedure, which is the ordinary ORTHOMIN(S) procedure: 
,(n+l) = ,(n) + ~,p’“‘, 
#n+l) = @O _ A,Q-‘Ap’“‘, 
(Z6’“‘, p’“‘) 
42 = ( XpW, p’“‘) ’ 
pCn)=6(“)+a, n_lp(n-l)+ *a. +a, “_,p’“-“), (Y, j=O if j<O, 
a 
= _ (XS’“‘, p(j)) 
n.J ( _yp(j), pU)) ’ 
n = 1,2,..., j=n-l,fl-2 ,..., n-s. 
The proof can be found in [9] and [ll]. We remark that for s = 0, if A is 
SPD and if Z = Q = I, then the ORTHOMIN(~) composite adaptive method 
reduces to the steepest descent method; see [4]. 
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3. MINIMIZATION PROCEDURE 
Since the minimization functions (2.16) and (2.23) cannot, in general, be 
expressed as explicit functions of w, the optimum value of o, say w*, must 
be determined numerically. One possible procedure for finding an approxi- 
mate optimum value of w of a continuous function is a linear search 
procedure. Here we choose a number of equally spaced mesh points in the 
interval in which the function is defined and find the mesh point at which 
the function value is a minimum. This procedure may be inaccurate if too 
few points are used, and it may be too costly if too many mesh points are 
used. 
An effective search procedure, namely the modified direct search proce- 
dure, can be used if the function to be minimized is “unimodal” as defined 
below. Although we have no proof that the minimization hmction T(w) is 
unimodal, nevertheless, numerical results indicate that in many cases l?(w) is 
indeed unimodal in an interval of w where the iterative method converges. 
A function f(x) is unimodal in a, b if for any xi, x2, and x3 such that 
a Q xl < x2 <x3 Q b we have 
(i> if f(r,)<f(xJ then f&J<f(xJ, 
(ii) if f(x,)>f(x,) then fCx,)>f(xJ. 
Roughly speaking, a unimodal function has the property that for some c in 
the interval [a, b], f(x) d ecreases in [a,~] and increases in [c, b]. Thus f(x) 
has a unique minimum at c. It is noted that a unimodal function is 
continuous but not necessarily differentiable. 
We now describe the modified direct search procedure which can be 
used to minimize unimodal functions. The object of the modified direct 
search procedure us to find three points, say 0-i. o,,, and ol, such that 
0-i < o0 < ol, and that T(w_,)> IXw,,) and I’(w,)> I’(o,); see Figure 1. 
Having found w-i, wO, oi, we can interpolate these three points 
FIG. 1. 
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(w__~,~(w._~)), (w,,,r(w,J), and (w,,r(wl)) with a quadratic function. Our 
estimate of the optimum w is the value of w which minimizes the quadratic 
function. 
The following algorithm is an implementation of the modified direct 
search procedure for a unimodal function r(w) defined in an interval [a, b]. 
MODIFIED DIRECT SEARCH ALGORITIIM. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Initial estimate oa, and step size 7. Assume wa - 7 > a and ~0 4 
Let w_,=w,-r(if w_,<a, then o_,=a); 
evaluate IYo,) and l?(w_ 1). 
rf rb_,b rho) 
then 
let wi = o. + r (if oi > b then wi = b); evaluate IYw,); 
if T(o,) > r( wo) then find w* by minimizing a quadratic func- 
tion. 
else let w_i = wo, rb_,)= rb,); 
ma = w1, rb,) = rb,); 
go to 4; 
else 
let m1 = ma, rb,) = rb,); 
o. = w_,, rb,)= rb-,I; 
6._1=wo- T (if o_,>b then w_,=a); 
evaluate rb _ ,I; 
if r(@,) < r(w _ J then find w* by minimizing a quadratic func- 
tion; 
else go to 9. 
We note that if the minimization function I’(w) is unimodal, the proce- 
dure described above will terminate with three points shown in Figure 1. 
Usually the initial estimate w. can be chosen to be the midpoint of the 
interval of o. The step size T is chosen to be a small positive number. If the 
minimization function is smooth, then 7 can be chosen moderately large, for 
example T = 0.1. On the other hand, if the minimization function is not 
smooth (see Figure 2) then T must be chosen very small, for example 
T = 0.01, in order that the modified direct search procedure may obtain an 
accurate estimate. 
We should note that the golden mean search procedure (see [2]) is also 
available for finding the minimum point of a unimodal function. A basic 
component of each of the searching procedures described above is the 
evaluation of the minimization function T(o). We now describe procedures 
for evaluating the minimization functions (2.16) and (2.23); we refer to these 
procedures as EO and El, respectively. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
FIG. 2. 
PROCEDURE EO. 
Given r(“) and w, 
compute S’“‘(w) = Q-l(~)r(~); 
compute 
1 (a(“)( 0) , ZS’“‘( qz 
T(w) = -z (~‘“‘(w),xp(o)) . 
PROCEDURE El. For 72 = 1,2,. , . : 
1. Given rcn), w, and p(“-l), 
2. compute S(*)(w) = Q-‘(w)r(“); 
3. compute 
a = (Z(w)6’“‘(w),S’“‘(w)), 
x = (z(w)G’“‘(o),p’“-I’), 
c = (x(w)s(“+0),6yw)), 
d= (X(w)G(“)(o),p(“_‘)), 
t = (X(W)p(“-l),p(“-l)), 
ad - xc 
cy,( w) = - 
xd - at ’ 
p’“‘(w) = 6’“‘(w) + a,(w) p- 1); 
520 
4. compute 
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1 (p'"'(o),z(o)6'"'(o))2 
r(w) = -2 (p'"'(w),X(o)p(")(w)) . 
We also note that if the iteration number rr equals 0, then Procedure El 
reduces to Procedure EO. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS 
In this section we describe some computational algorithms based on the 
composite adaptive methods described above. The algorithms consist of two 
major parts: the iteration part and the minimization part. The iteration part is 
actually the regular iteration procedure. The minimization procedure uses a 
procedure, such as the modified direct search procedure described in Section 
3, to find a value of o to minimize T(w). 
We now describe algorithms for the iteration part for the composite 
methods. 
ITERATION PART OF THE ORTHOMIN(O)C~MPOSITE METHOD. 
1. Given ,(“I, r(“), and w, 
2. compute 6’“) = Q-‘(ti)r(“) and A@“‘; 
3. compute 
(6’“‘, ZS’“‘) 
h = ($00, xp) ’ 
p+ 1) = .(n) + /@‘, 
,(n+l) = ,.(“) _ AA+‘. 
ITERATION PART OF THE ORTHOMIN(~) COMPOSITE METHOD. 
1 Given UC"), rCn), p("-'), and w; 
2: compute SC")= Q-~(w)T("); 
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3. compute 
ad-xc 
(y =--- 
n rd - at ’ 
where a, d, x, c, t are given by (2.21a)--(2.21e), 
p’“’ = 
i 
s(O) 
w’+ a p 
n = 0, 
n (n-1) , n>l, 
A, = 
( p’“‘, ZS’“‘) 
( p’“‘, Xp’“‘) ’ 
&+l) = .(n) + A”p’, 
r(n+l) = ,(n) _ A,L@‘“‘. 
Combining the iteration procedure described above and the minimization 
procedure described in Section 3, we have the following algorithms for the 
composite adaptive methods. 
(1) Algorithm MOMO: the algorithm of the ORTHOMIN(O) composite adap- 
tive method. This algorithm consists of the iteration procedure for the 
ORTHOMIN(O) composite method and the minimization procedure with the 
minimization function (2.16). The function evaluation procedure is EO. 
(2) Algorithm MlMO: an algorithm of the ORTHOMIN(~) composite adap- 
tive method. This algorithm consists of the iteration procedure for the 
ORTHOMIN(~) composite method and the minimization procedure with the 
minimization function (2.16). The function evaluation procedure is EO. 
(3) Algorithm MlMl: an algorithm of the ORTHOMIN(~) composite adap- 
tive method. This algorithm is the same as the algorithm MlMO except for 
the minimization function. The minimization function for this algorithm is 
(2.23), and the function evaluation procedure is El. 
We note that the work of one function evaluation of r(o) used in the 
minimization process is approximately equivalent to one iteration. However, 
as described in Section 6, these function evaluations could be done in 
parallel with the iterative procedure. 
We consider two schemes for each algorithm described above. Scheme I 
involves the computation of an estimate of o at the beginning, and changing 
the estimate at every given number, say NSTEP, of iterations. Scheme II 
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involves the use of a certain number, say NIT, iterations with the initial 
estimate of o. The estimate is changed at the Nrrth iteration. The new 
estimate is used for all subsequent iterations. 
SCHEME I. 
(a> Initial guess u(O), uo,r, and an integer NSTEP. 
(b) Compute new estimate o* (minimization part). 
(c) For n = 0 to NSTEP do 
iteration with w = w* (iteration part) 
(exit if convergence occurs). 
(d) Go to (b). 
SCHEME II. 
(a) Initial guess u(O), wo,r, and an integer NIT. 
(b) For n = 0 to NIT-~ do 
iterate with w = w. (iteration part) 
(exit if convergence occurs). 
(c) Compute a new estimate o* (minimization part). 
(d) For n = NIT to converge do 
iterate with w = w* (iteration part). 
In practice, we may combine Schemes I and II as follows. We choose 
three integers m,, m2, and m3, and 
(1) iterate m, steps with the initial estimate wo; 
(2) compute a new estimate w* at the m,th iteration; 
(3) after the m,th iteration, change the estimate of w every m2 itera- 
tions; 
(4) after ma iterations, keep the estimate of w fixed. 
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this section numerical experiments for the ORTHOMIN(O) composite 
adaptive method and for the ORTHOMIN(~) composite adaptive method are 
described. Comparisons are given with the nonadaptive iterative algorithm 
with the optimum parameter. The object is to determine how well the 
composite adaptive methods perform and how closely the final estimate of 
the optimum splitting parameter agrees with the true optimum value. 
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The test problems used for our experiments involve the model problem 
described below and two problems arising in the simulation of a black oil 
reservoir (see [7]). 
PROBLEM A (Model problem). 
u,, + uyy + Du, = Dy over [0, l] X [O,l], 
u=1+ry on the boundary of [0, l] X [0, l]. 
The exact solution of the model problem is 6 = 1 + xy. 
PROBLEMS Bl and B2 (Black oil reservoir problems). These are two 
simulation problems considered in [7]. Each problem arises from a three- 
dimensional simulation on an NX X NY X NZ grid, using a 7-diagonal finite 
difference approximation with one unknown per grid point. The coefficient 
matrix, therefore, is a 7-diagonal matrix. The natural ordering (x direction 
first, then y, then .a) is used. This means that the nonzero diagonals of the 
coefficient matrix are at distances - NX X NY, - NX, - l,O, 1, NX, NX X NY 
from the main diagonal. Problem Bl has NX = N2’ = NZ = 10. The order of 
the system is N = 1000. Problem B2 has NX = 16, NY = 23, NZ = 3. The 
order of the system is N = 1104. 
Numerical Results fw Problem A 
Since we have the exact solution for Problem A, we use the exact 
stopping test 
(5.1) 
for the iterative algorithms. The stopping tolerance t is chosen to be 10e5. 
We use several different basic iterative methods, including the SSOR, shifted 
incomplete Cholesky method (SIC; see [S]), and strongly implicit procedure 
(SIP; see [lo]). 
We note that if D = 0 then the system is symmetric; otherwise it is 
nonsymmetric. Therefore, we consider the following two cases: 
Case I: D = 0. The matrix A is SPD. The auxiliary matrix Z is chosen 
to be Z = Q; thus X = A. 
Case ZZ: General case. The matrix A may be SPD or nonsymmetric. 
Various choices are used for the auxiliary matrix Z. 
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TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED USING BEST W 
Procedure = ORTHOMIN (0) ORTHOMIN(1) 
Method h= 1 1 1 1 
zo iii 20 z 
SSOR Best u 1.72873 1.85439 1.72873 1.85439 
No. iter. 30 56 12 17 
SIC Best o - 0.29 - 0.28 - 0.29 
No. iter. 24 9 15 
SIP Best o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
No. iter. 16 32 10 14 
CASE I. In this case D = 0, the coefficient matrix A is an SPD matrix. 
We let Z = Q; thus X = A. 
Table 1 shows the number of iterations required by the SSOR, SIC, and 
SIP methods with nonadaptive ORTHOMIN(~) and ORTHOMIN(~) iterative 
algorithms using the best values of w. We note that except for the SSOR 
method, the best values of w are determined for the SIC and SIP methods 
by running many cases with various values of o. However, for the SSOR 
method, from Young [13] a good estimate of w is given by 
2 
WC 1+2sin(7rh/2) ’ (5.2) 
We remark here that Manteuffel [8] pointed out that the optimum value 
of w of the SIC method for a symmetric M-matrix2 should be a negative 
number. The coefficient matrix A in Case I is indeed an M-matrix. 
Tables 2 and 3 show that the performance of the composite adaptive 
procedure with the SSOR, SIC, and SIP methods using Scheme I and 
Scheme II respectively. We see that the performance of the SIC composite 
adaptive method is not satisfactory. This is because the function I’(w) is not 
smooth. Evidently the number T in the minimization procedure should be 
chosen smaller. Table 4 shows that if we choose T small, then we can get 
very good estimates. 
‘A matrix A =(u,,~) is an M-matrix if ai,j Q 0 W # j, A is nonsingular, and A-’ 2 0. 
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TABLE 2 
COMPOSITE ADAPTIVE METHODS USING SCHEME 1’ 
Procedure = MOM0 MlMO MlMl 
Method NSTEP h= 1 1 1 1 
55 36 
r 
40 ?iG B 
SSOR 1 
5 
10 
SIC 1 
5 
10 
SIP 1 
5 
10 
Final o 1.77166 1.58106 1.77819 1.71446 1.75079 
No. iter. 27 14 21 14 21 
Final o 1.78616 1.52376 1.71208 1.56606 1.69242 
No. iter. 29 14 24 14 21 
Final o 1.77515 1.13596 1.64056 1.51154 1.81411 
No. iter. 33 12 20 12 22 
Final o 
No. iter. 
Final o 
No. iter. 
Final w 
No. iter. 
- 0.20271 
15 
- 0.21565 
15 
- 0.20838 
13 
- 0.16172 
28 
- 0.24318 
29 
- 0.17327 
28 
-0.15111 
15 
- 0.21135 
15 
- 0.20584 
13 
- 0.17482 
29 
- 0.23731 
29 
- 0.17057 
28 
Final o 0.90399 0.94543 0.86927 0.87877 0.86772 
No. iter. 23 11 20 10 19 
Final o 0.89665 0.95151 0.89785 0.87515 0.88975 
No. iter. 24 12 22 11 23 
Final w 0.97404 0.77674 0.87526 0.81287 0.87724 
No. iter. 24 11 22 11 22 
‘Initial estimate o,, = 0 and T = 0.1. 
CASE II. In this case, we are primarily concerned with nonsymmetric 
systems, i.e. D # 0. However, for comparison purposes, we still include the 
case D = 0. The choice of the auxiliary matrix Z for D = 0 agrees with the 
choice for D # 0. The choices of the matrix Z are the following: 
(Y: Z = (Q-‘A)~; then 
x = (Q-lA)T(~-l~). 
p: Z = (QmlAjTQTQ = ATQ; then 
X=ATA. 
y: z = (Q-lA)T(QT + Q)/2; then 
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TABLE 3 
COMPOSITE ADAmWE METHODS USING SCHEME II.* 
Procedure = MOM0 MlMO MlMl 
Method NIT h= 1 I 1 1 1 
56 55 40 20 40 
SSOR 1 Final o 1.72078 1.72078 1.75080 1.74757 1.76252 
No. iter. 30 12 17 12 10 
2 Final w 1.74055 1.73089 1.76412 1.70865 1.75545 
No. iter. 30 13 17 13 17 
5 Final w 1.72757 1.75893 1.85590 1.51832 1.84487 
No. iter. 31 16 19 16 19 
Sl :C 1 Final w - 0.16197 - 0.16197 -0.16213 - 0.15865 -0.15875 
No. iter. 64 14 25 14 25 
2 Final o - 0.16696 - 0.16614 - 0.16408 - 0.16158 - 0.16008 
No. iter. 64 16 30 16 30 
5 Final w -0.17723 -0.15591 -0.16432 -0.15215 - 0.16153 
No. iter. 60 16 34 16 34 
SIP 1 Final o 0.95793 0.95793 0.95180 0.95727 0.96171 
No. iter. 23 12 19 12 19 
2 Final w 0.96015 0.95998 0.95251 0.95481 0.95210 
No. iter. 22 13 19 13 19 
5 Final o 0.95917 0.89232 0.95266 0.88319 0.95142 
No. iter. 24 14 24 14 24 
“Initial estimate = w0 0 and 7 = 0.1. 
TABLE 4 
SIC COMPOSITE ADAPTIVE METHODS USINC SCHEME IId 
Procedure = MOM0 MlMO MlMl 
Method h= 1 1 1 1 1 NIT 
20 I% 2-G 0 25 
SIC 1 Final o - 0.28592 - 0.28612 - 0.28623 - 0.28605 - 0.28618 
No. iter. 25 11 16 11 16 
2 Final w - 0.28604 - 0.28618 - 0.28679 - 0.28580 - 0.28656 
No. iter. 25 11 17 11 17 
5 Final w - 0.28551 - 0.28451 - 0.28759 - 0.26620 - 0.28706 
No. iter. 27 14 21 16 21 
‘Initial estimate w0 = 0 and T = 0.01. 
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8: z = <Q-lA>TQ~IQDIQU; then 
X = (Q-'A)'Q~lQ,lQ,(Q-'A). 
Here Q = QLQ~Q”’ and Qn is a diagonal matrix; QL and Qu are lower and 
upper triangular matrices, respectively. 
We note that if A and Q are SPD, then choices y, 0 reduce to the 
symmetrizable case, since 2 is SPD also. 
From the derivation of the composite adaptive method, we expect better 
results if ZQ-‘A is independent of w. Thus we prefer X = ZQ-‘A to be 
independent of the splitting parameter w. This would indicate that choice /3 
should be used. However, the other choices are used for comparison. 
We remark that since the composite adaptive methods are similar to the 
ORTHOMIN( s> generalized conjugate gradient acceleration procedure, there is 
no guarantee of convergence. With any choice of the auxiliary matrix 2, the 
composite adaptive methods are subject to breakdown; see [6, 121. 
Since there is no analytic procedure to find the optimum o, we run 
various values of w to determine the best value of w. Tables 5 and 6 show 
the numbers of iterations required by the SSOR and SIP methods respec- 
tively with the ORTHOMIN(~) nonadaptive iterative procedure using various 
values of w. 
TABLE 5 
SSOR-ORTHOMIN (1) NONADAPTIVE PROCEDURE FOR PROBLEM A WITH h = & 
D=O 10 50 100 
6J z=a p y e~py~apy~ffpy~ 
0.7 46 46 44 45 44 45 
0.8 50 50 41 41 51 51 51 51 38 38 38 38 
0.9 45 45 37 37 48 49 49 49 30 31 31 31 
1.0 40 41 34 34 42 43 43 43 23 23 24 24 
1.1 36 37 30 30 35 35 35 35 18 18 18 18 
1.2 33 36 28 28 29 29 29 29 18 18 18 18 
1.3 29 37 25 25 24 24 24 24 51 38 51 33 
1.4 28 35 23 23 46 47 47 51 18 17 18 17 ’ a a a 
1.5 25 32 21 21 36 32 42 41 18 18 18 18 
1.6 23 28 19 19 32 26 33 32 ’ a a ’ 
1.7 21 25 17 17 24 22 28 25 
1.8 21 22 17 17 16 18 18 18 
1.9 22 21 17 17 19 20 20 19 
‘No convergence. 
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TABLE 6 
SIP-ORTHOMIN (1) NONADAPTIVE PROCEDURE FOR PROBLEM A WITH h = $ 
D=O 10 50 100 
6J z=a p y 6 ff P Y 0ff~~0ff~~e 
0.7 29 26 25 25 48 48 48 48 23 23 24 23 16 17 17 17 
0.8 26 24 23 23 41 41 41 41 20 20 21 20 16 16 16 16 
0.9 20 22 20 20 33 30 33 33 16 17 17 17 13 14 14 14 
0.95 21 19 22 22 36 30 36 34 15 16 15 16 11 12 11 12 
1.0 17 
l5 l6 l6 il a a a B a il a a B a a 
1.05 a il a a 
a No convergence. 
TABLE 7 
SSOR-COMPOSITE ADAPTIVE METHODS USING SCHEME II 
D=O 10 
Method NIT Z Est.” Iter. Est.” Iter. 
50 100 
Est.” Iter. Est.” Iter. 
MlMO 1 a 
P 
: 
2 a 
P 
Y 
0 
5 a 
P 
Y 
e 
MlMl 1 a 
P 
Y 
e 
2 a 
P 
Y 
8 
5 a 
P 
3 
1.87039 
1.45732 
1.62693 
1.62841 
1.87828 
1.41625 
1.70087 
1.68791 
1.88369 
1.52310 
1.85260 
1.68167 
20 
30 
19 
23 
21 
34 
20 
22 
22 
34 
22 
25 
1.87136 19 
1.43297 32 
1.62945 19 
1.88458 18 
1.87828 21 
1.46409 34 
1.70321 20 
1.87936 19 
1.88373 22 
1.57301 33 
1.85132 21 
1.89424 23 
b 
1.42133 
1.57436 
1.75572 
b 
1.45430 
1.66013 
1.85950 
b 
1.53150 
1.72914 
1.78315 
b 
1.43533 45 
1.58864 37 
l.Sgp21 38 
1.42665 
1.65962 
1.59b745 
47 
32 
34 
1.51228 39 
1.73305 27 
1.66168 33 
41 
37 
24 
40 
32 
18 
39 
27 
23 
b 
1.35134 20 
b 
b 
1.38893 18 
b 
1.15031 17 
b 
b 
b 
1.36572 20 1.16240 17 
b b 
b b 
b b 
1.3;751 22 
1.47221 19 
b 
1.18565 18 
b 
b 
b 
1.3:021 20 
1.38893 18 
b 
1.15031 17 
1.15052 17 
1.16210 17 
b 
1.36306 21 
1.45085 17 
1.40226 18 
b 
1.1~709 17 
1.16803 17 
b 
1.18037 18 
b 
1.31304 22 
1.40984 20 1.18779 19 
“Initial guess of 0 = 1. 
bTh e minimization procedure fails to obtain an estimate. 
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TABLE 8 
SIP-COMPOSITE ADAFTIVE METHODS USING SCHEME II 
D=O 10 50 loo 
Method NIT Z Est.” Iter. Est.” Iter. Est.” Iter. Est.” Her. 
MlMO 1 a 
P 
Y 
e 
2 (Y 
P 
; 
5 a 
P 
Y 
e 
MlMl 1 a 
P 
Y 
e 
2 (Y 
P 
Y 
9 
5 a 
B 
i 
b b b b 
0.95254 
0.9~000 
b 
20 
16 
0.95001 
0.95000 
0.95000 
b 
34 
37 
36 
0.95204 
0.95000 
0.88653 
b 
17 
16 
17 
0.85989 
0.95000 
0.85112 
b 
0.95322 
o.9yoo 
b 
20 
20 
0.89646 
0.95000 
b 
b 
34 
37 
0.95032 
0.95000 
0.95000 
b 
18 
17 
17 
0.86607 
0.95000 
b 
b 
0.95667 
0.95000 
b 
21 
23 
0.90940 
0.95000 
b 
34 
39 
0.95125 
0.95000 
b 
19 
19 
0.87053 
0.95000 
b 
b b b b 
0.95254 
0.95000 
0.95001 
b 
20 
16 
18 
0.95002 
0.95000 
0.97890 
b 
34 
37 
35 
0.95220 
b 
17 
0.97080 
b 
18 
0.85952 
0.91656 
0.86814 
b 
0.95219 
0.95000 
0.95007 
b 
20 
20 
20 
0.89228 
0.95000 
0.95583 
b 
34 
37 
37 
0.95016 
0.95000 
0.96120 
b 
18 
17 
17 
0.86384 
0.95000 
0.87722 
b 
0.94258 22 
0.95000 21 
0.95048 23 
0.90467 
b 
32 
0.96044 39 
0.95073 19 0.87047 16 
0.95000 19 0.95000 15 
0.97720 19 0.86261 16 
15 
12 
15 
15 
14 
16 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
14 
15 
“Initial guess of 0 = 0.5. 
bThe minimization procedure fails to obtain an estimate. 
From the results in Case I, we saw that Scheme II performed very well. 
Once a new estimate is obtained, we then use the estimate for the subse- 
quent iterations. Here we only use Scheme II for Case II. Tables 7 and 8 
show the SSOR and SIP methods with composite adaptive procedure respec- 
tively. 
Numerical Results fi Problems Bl and B2 
The coefficient matrix of Problem Bl is SPD, while that of Problem B2 is 
nonsymmetric. For Problem Bl we let 2 = Q; then X = A. Thus X is 
independent of the splitting parameter. For Problem B2 we use the same 
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choices of Z as for Problem A. Note that X is independent of o only if 
choice p for Z is used. As we mentioned before, with any choice of the 
auxiliary matrix Z, there is no assurance of convergence. 
Since the true solution U was not available, we could not use the test 
(5.1). Instead we used the following stopping test: 
where l is the tolerance and is chosen to be 10e5. For both problems we 
used the SSOR method and the SIC method. 
Table 9 shows the number of iterations required by the SSOR method 
and the SIC method with the ORTHOMIN(~) nonadaptive iterative algorithm 
for Problems Bl and B2, respectively, using various values of the splitting 
parameter. From the results we see that the best w is around 1.1 for the 
SSOR method and is around 0 for the SIC method. 
Table 10 illustrates that the SSOR and SIC composite adaptive methods 
using Scheme II can obtain very good estimates of w for Problem Bl. 
Table 11 gives results for Scheme II of the SSOR and SIC composite 
adaptive methods. For choices (Y, y, and 8 of the auxiliary matrix Z, the 
matrix X depends on the splitting parameter. The composite adaptive 
methods did not perform well for these choices, whereas choice /3 always 
gave us a very good estimate. However, for the SSOR method, choice p 
leads to breakdown. In this case, we may use choice p to obtain a new 
estimate, and then carry out subsequent iterations with other choices of Z 
and with the new estimate. 
6. PARALLELISM OF THE COMPOSITE METHODS 
In this section we describe the use of parallelism for the composite 
adaptive method. We note that the discussion is preliminary and we plan to 
carry out the ideas in the future. 
Many of today’s computers have more than one central processor. For 
example, the Cray XMP may have two or four processors; the Alliant FX/8 
has eight. These high performance computers can execute independent 
instructions in each processor individually. 
The algorithms described in Section 4 consist of two major parts. The two 
parts can be performed independently. We may use the old estimate of the 
splitting parameter to carry out the iteration process on one processor while 
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TABLE 10 
COMPOSITE ADAmIVE METHODS FOR PROBLEM Bl 
SSOR SIC 
MlMO MlMl MlMO MlMl 
NIT Estimate Iter. Estimate Iter. Estimate Iter. Estimate Iter. 
1 1.12884 84 1.1067 84 0.02622 34 0.0302 34 
2 1.21048 89 1.1145 85 
TABLE 11 
COMPOSITE ADAPTIVE METHODS FOR PROBLEM B2 
SSOR SIC 
MlMO MlMl MlMO MlMl 
NIT 2 Estimate Iter. Estimate Iter. Estimate Iter. Estimate Iter. 
1 (Y 
P 
Y 
e 
2 (Y 
P 
Y 
e 
a a a 
1.03907 
b 
1.00389 b - 0.00232 
B B a 
a a a 
a a a 
0.94683 
b 0.90486 b 0.06817 
a a a 
a a a 
a 
44 0.00846 33 
a 
B 
a 
42 0.09585 40 
a 
a 
“The minimization procedure fails to get an estimate. 
b Breakdown occurs. 
we compute the new estimate for the splitting parameter on the other 
processors. As soon as the new estimate is computed, we then transmit it to 
the iteration part and use it in the iteration procedure. 
Usually at least three function evaluations are needed for the modified 
direct search procedure for estimating a new splitting parameter. These 
evaluations are independent. Therefore, we may carry them out concurrently; 
for example, each one could be carried out in a different processor. 
If there were enough processors to handle all the function evaluations 
required for each iteration, then the problem of synchronization would be 
easily handled. This is because one function evaluation requires approxi- 
mately the same amount of work as one iteration. 
It should be noted that greater speedup could be achieved by paralleliz- 
ing and/or vectorizing each iteration step and each function evaluation step. 
We will not consider this here, however. 
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7. MODIFIED ADAPTIVE PROCEDURE 
In this section we describe a modified adaptive procedure for an iterative 
algorithm involving splitting parameters. From our earlier discussion we see 
that the composite adaptive methods can yield a good estimate of the 
splitting parameter within first few iterations. Therefore, we could use any 
one of the three algorithms of the composite adaptive methods (see Section 
4) as an estimating procedure for the splitting parameter of the iterative 
algorithm. 
We now describe a modified adaptive procedure. We first make initial 
guesses for u(O), wo, and r. We also choose integers m and p. We run m 
iterations of the composite adaptive method, either ORTHOMIN(~) or 
ORTHOMIN(~), with the initial guesses. We use Procedure EO as our function 
evaluation procedure to obtain an estimate for the splitting parameter at the 
mth iteration. Then we use the new estimate for the subsequent iterations of 
any desired iterative algorithm, such as Chebyshev acceleration or conjugate 
gradient acceleration, and restart the procedure after every p iterations. 
We now summarize as the algorithm: 
1. Initial guesses u(O), wo, 7 and integers m and p. 
2. Do m iterations of the composite adaptive method. 
3. Use u(~), r(“‘), T to obtain a new estimate o*. 
4. Use Ucrn), w = o* to do p iterations of regular iterative algorithm. 
(Exit if convergence occurs.) 
5. Go to 2. 
The author wishes to express his great appreciation to Professor David M. 
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